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Making Change Dynamic: Surfacing the Value
Creating Opportunities
by Naomi Stanford

Here’s the situation: a clothing retailer has been getting customer satisfaction
survey feedback and is not happy with what it says. The sales associates do not
know enough to answer customer queries. The retailer decides to design and
implement a ‘change initiative’ to remedy the situation. All 25,000 sales
associates take an on-line program with an end-test that rates their knowledge.
Things look good. Three months after everyone has been trained the customer
satisfactions ratings are somewhat improved. The Executive Leadership Team is
relieved, congratulates all involved and turns its sights to other pressing issues.

Six months later the customer satisfaction scores are again on the agenda. This
time there’s a curious twist. In most of the stores the customer satisfaction
ratings are much the same. However, in a couple of stores the scores are much
higher than the average. Customers are adding comments to the survey about
the level of knowledge and helpfulness of the sales associates. Sales data shows
that these stores are also moving more product and attracting a higher per
customer spend than other stores.

What are the stores with the much improved scores doing differently from the
averagely performing stores? They’re now keeping a close and conscious eye on
the external operating context, scanning it for opportunities that develop that
will keep them swimming with the tide.

Three ways of doing this are:

1. Horizon scanning: an informal activity that keeps you ‘clued in’ e.g. reading
Fast Company, getting the World Future Society, or Futures Foundation,
email updates, looking at the TED Conference website, following
technology blogs, listening to Harvard Business podcasts …

2. Environmental analysis: a systematic activity (see exercise 2 below) that
assesses what is going on in the operating context of an organization that
could offer opportunities or become risks.

3. External interdependence mapping: a systematic activity that highlights
which stakeholders external to an organization have an interdependence
and what level of interdependence this is.
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These types of externally focused evaluation activity are valuable because the
foster proactivity and innovative thinking. Most organizations spend resources
looking more at internal data than external which encourages a reactive
mindset. For example, a fall off in customer sales provokes activity aimed at
regaining the lost customers. In contrast looking carefully at what is going on
outside the organization leads to spotting potential value creation opportunities
to both retain existing customers and gain new ones (proactivity).

Organizations use a variety of means to assess their external environment. Two
exercises which are very straightforward but yield a wealth of useful information
are Technology Trends and STEEPLE. These exercises are helpful in strategic
planning sessions, or risk/opportunity meetings used with teams or groups of
people. Choose one or other of the two depending on the outcomes sought.
Both surface value creating opportunities that are easily missed in an internally
focused ‘business as usual’ environment.

Exercise 1: Technology Trends

Use this to a) remind people that things change fast b) that they can
accommodate change easily c) that keeping the business model current with
technology changes is a business imperative.

a. List all the technology devices you use now that you didn’t use 2 years ago.
Lists usually include GPS systems, iPhones, electricity usage monitoring
devices, running trackers linked to iPods, guitar hero, wii fit, and so on.

b. List new methods of collaborative communication. These include Twitter,
YouTube, Facebook, SlideShare, Flickr, Second Life, etc.

c. Consider what opportunities these offer for positively changing the way
your organization gets work done. (At this stage do not let prejudices and
assumptions cloud your mind!). For example, think of the benefits a
relatively new technology, Yammer, bring to the clothing retailer
mentioned? David Sacks, CEO explains: “Yammer is a tool for making
companies and organizations more productive through the exchange of
short frequent answers to one simple question: “What are you working on.”

d. Now, identify all the things getting in the way of adoption of the
technologies – these are what stop the organization from keeping up with
the pace of change. They typically include:

Accretion of policies, procedures, layers, ways of working, and other
formal ways of operating
Cumbersome performance management and measurement systems
Controlling managers and leaders
Bottlenecked decision making
Outdated business models

e. Make the business case for adoption of the technology. (Framing it as a risk
of a missed opportunity works well).

Technology changes are one of many context changes that offer potentially
extraordinary value creating opportunities. Use the mnemonic STEEPLE to
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examine other external context opportunities. Note this tool can be used in
various other ways, e.g., as the basis for a force field analysis or an impact
analysis.

Exercise 2: STEEPLE

Use this to a) Evaluate the multiple changes going on in the external context b)
Assess the impact they may have on the organization c) Surface potential value
creating opportunities.

1. For each of the seven areas in the worksheet below, think of as many
examples as possible that have the potential to impact the organization

2. Discuss the opportunities each might offer
3. Develop criteria for investigating any opportunities surfaced
4. Sift out the opportunities that do not meet the criteria (but do not abandon

them – sometimes criteria act as a barrier to breakthrough)
5. Work with the opportunities that look promising. Revisit the abandoned

ones at intervals

Areas Change Opportunity
Social Example:

Certain types
of
workers/skills
becoming
very scarce

Example: Look for
automation
opportunities (e.g.,
Home Deport now
employs robots to
work in their
warehouses).

Technological   
Economic   
Environmental
(physical
environment)

  

Political   
Legal   
Extras (things
that don’t fit
in the other
categories!)

  

Managers who regularly scan the external environment can seize opportunities
(always assuming that the organizational blockers mentioned above are readily
removable). Keeping a close watch on what’s happening in the external
environment and then acting to use the information gathered simultaneously
keeps people thinking about change as dynamic and surfaces value creation
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opportunities.

Naomi Stanford, PhD is an organization design and change management
consultant based in Washington DC where she is establishing an Organization
Design presence. She is the author of The Economist Guide to Organization
Design and Organization Design: the Collaborative Approach. She may be
contacted at naomi@stanford.cc.
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